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1. Rules and general warnings 

1.1 Introduction 
This instruction manual provides all specific information needed to know and correctly 
use the equipment. 

After buying the Computer, read the manual carefully and refer to it any time you 
have doubts on how to use the equipment or when you have to carry out 
maintenance operations. 

Keep the manual on the machine. If this is not possible, keep it ready at hand. 

 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. THIS MANUAL IS INTENDED FOR CUSTOMERS ONLY. ANY 

OTHER USE IS FORBIDDEN. 
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1.2 Terms of the warranty 

 SUBJECT OF THE WARRANTY: the warranty is applied to the product and to 
those parts which are marked with the serial number or any other identification 
number used by MC elettronica; 

 DURATION OF THE WARRANTY: MC elettronica guarantees the XP805 
system and its accessories for a period of 1 year from the manufacturing date 

(indicated on the identification label on the lower part of the Computer). 

The warranty covers the product and any repairs carried out within the agreed 
terms. 

This warranty does not apply in the event of: 

 accidental damage; 

 improper use; 

 changes which have not been agreed upon, improper installation (or set-up); 

 damage caused when a equipment not manufactured by MC elettronica, 

which is mechanically or electrically connected to our instruments, breaks or 
does not function properly; 

 force majeure events (lightning, floods, fire or other causes which do not 
depend on MC elettronica). 

Repairs under warranty, which must be carried out in the laboratories of our 
authorised centres, are entirely free of charge provided the equipment is directly 
transported to said laboratories or sent carriage free. Transport costs and 
ensuing risks are entirely borne by the Customer. 

The above-mentioned warranty is valid unless otherwise agreed between MC 
elettronica and the Customer. 

!  

Warning 

MC elettronica declines any liability for damages or direct or indirect 
costs caused by improper use or inability of the Customer to use the 
equipment separately and/or together with other equipment. 

 

1.3 Service 
Service is available in all countries where the equipment is officially supplied by MC 
elettronica (during and after the warranty period). 

Any kind of operation that is to be carried out on the XP805 system must be done in 
accordance with the instructions stated in this manual or as agreed with MC 
elettronica. 

If not, the relative terms of the warranty might become null and void. 
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2. General description 

The XP805 computer is an automatic flow controller designed for use on small sized 
spreaders, equipped with electric pump 12Vdc - 10A, devoid of pressure control 
valve and with a single nozzle holder bar section. 

In the screen printed polyester front there are four thermoformed keys, eight led 
indicators, a five-digit display and bars to show the following values: 

 

 Machine feed-rate  

 Distributed amount in litres per hectare 

 Flow rate and pressure to the nozzles 

 Liquid left in the tank 

 Worked area 

 Working hours 

 

Using the keys on the front you can program the working width, the colour of the 
nozzle mounted on the bar (necessary for operation with pressure sensor) and the 
quantity to be distributed in L/ha. 

In "manual" work mode it allows you to display the above mentioned variables and 
the manual adjustment of the pressure by modifying the rotation speed of the pump 

by means of the 
+-

 keys. 

In "automatic" working mode, it allows the proportional distribution upon 
advancement, by automatically adjusting the rotation speed of the pump according to 
the flow rate detected by the pressure sensor or the flowmeter. 

The “Feed-rate” value can be detected by the inductive or radar sensor. 

To learn the programming steps, refer to Chap.5 “Programming” on page17. 
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3. How to install the system 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Overall dimensions. 
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3.1 How to install the computer 
To install the computer proceed as follows. 

 drill a Ø9 mm hole on a flat surface inside the middle cab and securely fasten the 
bracket to the middle structure with a screw (not supplied), in line with those 
present on the bracket (A). 

 Fasten the computer to the bracket using the two knobs on the sides (B) 

 

N.B.: We recommend installing the Computer in front of the operator to make it 

easier to use during the working cycle. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. How to install the computer 
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3.2 Sensor installation 
Computer XP805 must be connected with 2 types of sensors: 

 Speed sensor (always present); 

 Flowmeter sensor (an alternative to the pressure sensor); 

 Pressure sensor (an alternative to the flowmeter sensor). 

3.2.1 How to install the speed sensor 

You can install the speed sensor anywhere there is mechanical movement, on the 
wheel (front or rear) of the agricultural machine/vehicle or by creating a metal 
reference protruding by at least 1 cm. We recommend installing the speed sensor 
inside the wheel and placing the sensor head opposite the rim bolts (Figure 4 – ref. 
A). 

Set the gap between the sensor and the bolts at about 2/3 mm (Figure 4 – ref. B). 

Fasten the sensor supporting bracket securely to a fixed part of the vehicle/machine 
structure. Fix the sensor to the bracket with the nut and the lock nut. 

 

!  

Warning 

The sensor cable should be covered with a rubber sheath. 

 

 

Figure 3. How to install the speed sensor. 
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3.2.2 How to install the flowmeter sensor or pressure sensor 

If the flowmeter sensor has been installed correctly, the computer must indicate the 
flow only when the pump is active. 

 

!  

Warning 

The flowmeter sensor or the pressure sensor must be installed as far as 
possible from the pump. It is therefore advisable to install the flowmeter 
sensor or pressure sensor at a minimum distance of 1 metre from the 
pump, in order to have greater flow uniformity and greater measurement 
accuracy. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Installation of flowmeter sensor or pressure sensor. 
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3.3 Front view 
The front panel allows the user to view all the data relating to the working cycle. 2 
main areas are identified: 

A. Keyboard area for operation of the main controls and for programming; 

B. Display area that includes the display and the main lights to display all the 
information. 

 

 

LIVELLO

+

OFF
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-

P

SPEED L/ha

OFF

ON

AUTO

L/MIN

1.40.6 1.00 0.2 2.2 3.02.61.8

 AREA

5.04.2 4.63.4

SET/RESET

3.8

REGULATION

ROGRAMMING
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Figure 5. Front view. 
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3.3.1 Keyboard 

KEY FUNCTION 

 

OFF

ON

 
 

Main ON switch 

 

P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING

 
 

Multi-functional key to select the 
displayed value and for the 
programming phase 

 

+-

REGULATION
 

 

Multi-functional keys to manually adjust 
the pump speed and the parameters 
during programming 

  

OFF

ON

 

Switch to enable/disable the output for 
pump speed adjustment 

 

AUTO

 
 

Key with LED to switch between 
Automatic and Manual mode: 

LED on = Automatic 
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3.3.2 Display area 

 

LIVELLOSPEED L/ha L/MIN

1.40.6 1.00 0.2 2.2 3.02.61.8

 AREA

5.04.2 4.63.4 3.8

P

 
 

REF. DESCRIPTION 

1 Display to view the values (see ref.4) 

2 Triangles indicating the type of selected 
nozzle 

3 Bars indicating the working pressure 
detected by the specific pressure sensor 
or by the calculation based on the l/min 
measured with the flowmeter 

4 Red signal LEDs.  

Indicate the displayed value: 

- SPEED: Feed-rate detected via: 

a) NPN proximity sensor 

b) high frequency input from radar 

- L/ha: Litres per hectare currently 

distributed. 

- L/MIN: Litres per minute currently 

dispensed. 

- LEVEL: Litres left in the barrel. 

- AREA: Total processed area. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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3.4 Rear view 
The following elements can be found on the back of the computer: 

 

A. Buzzer for acoustic signals 

B. Main connector for wiring connection 

C. Identification label (lower side) 

 

 

Figure 6. Rear view.  
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4. Accessories 

4.1 Standard accessories 
 

Table 4-1. Standard accessories 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

20CAB-XP805-0001 Wiring 

 

4.2 Optional accessories 
 

Table 4-2. Optional accessories 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

481 Speed inductive sensor D=18/5mm NAMUR TS L=2.9m with 
bracket A01G185-K3 

952  Flowmeter 2-20 L/min PL 40-F7  

16431 Water pressure transducer 40 BA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 The pressure sensor is used as an alternative to the flowmeter sensor. 
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5. Programming 

The computer has 2 different programming levels, one specific for programming the 
L/ha to be distributed and for selecting the type of nozzle used in the work with a 
pressure sensor (parameters to be changed often), and one for programming the 
“machine parameters” (usually modified only when the machine is modified or 
replaced). 
 

5.1 Programming L/ha and selecting the nozzle  

Turn on the computer and wait for the test that appears on the numeric display to be 

completed. Press the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key repeatedly, which allows you to select the value to 

be shown on the display, until the corresponding LED  lights up, then hold 

down the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key for about 2 seconds so that you can enter this programming 
phase. 

The following configuration will appear on the computer: 

 

LOGO

 
 

Letter P will flash. With the 
+-

 keys you can change the data and than confirm 

it by pressing the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key again. 

LIVELLO

+

OFF

ON

-

P

SPEED L/ha

ON

AUTO

L/MIN

1.40.6 1.00 0.2 2.2 3.02.61.8

 AREA

5.04.2 4.63.4

SET/RESET

3.8

REGULATION

ROGRAMMING

P

 

2 

1 
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Programmable range:    0 ÷ 9999 L/Ha Step:           1L/ha Default:    200L/ha 

 

Pressing the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key will switch to the selection of the nozzle and the following 
configuration will appear on the display: 

 

 
 

Letter U will flash. Use the 
+-

 keys to select the type of nozzle: the arrow will 
indicate the selected nozzle that will also be identified with the letter U followed by 
the progressive number (U1, U2, U3, U4 ... U8). 

Pressing the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key again will confirm the selection made and the computer will 
return to the display of the distributed L/ha. 
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5.2 Programming machine parameters 

To access this programming phase, press the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key when the computer is off, 
and while pressing the key, switch the computer on from the ON/OFF switch: 

 

                       

LIVELLO

+

ON

-

P

SPEED L/ha

ON

AUTO

L/MIN

1.40.6 1.00 0.2 2.2 3.02.61.8

 AREA

5.04.2 4.63.4

SET/RESET

3.8

REGULATION

ROGRAMMING

P

 
 

After the initial test, 5 horizontal dashes will appear on the display for about 2 
seconds, after which the first programmable machine parameter will appear, and at 

this point you can release the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key. 
 

The possible programming modes required by the XP805 Computer will be listed 

below. Vary the displayed data by pressing the 
+-

 keys separately and then 

you can confirm it by pressing the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key and then going to the next parameter. 

 

 

Calibration of the feed-rate 
programmable range: 30 ÷ 999 PUL/100m        step: 1   default:  200 

Letter "C" will flash, thereby indicating the number of pulses coming from the 
speed sensor for every 100 linear metres travelled by the machine. 

 

Programming the working width 
programmable range: 1.00 ÷ 51.00 m           step: 0.01    default:  2.00 

The "L" will flash, thereby indicating the working width expressed in metres 

 

Programming the type of sensor used 
programmable range: P ÷ F                            step: --          default:  P 

The "S" will flash, thereby indicating the type of sensor installed and used for 
the calculation of L/min and L/ha, i.e. the pressure sensor (P) or flowmeter (F) 

 

Programming the flowmeter sensor 
programmable range: 10.0 ÷ 999.9                step: 0.1   default:  72.0 

The "i" will flash, thereby indicating the number of pulses per litre coming from 
the flowmeter 

1 2 

LIVELLO

+

OFF

ON

-

P

SPEED L/ha

ON

AUTO

L/MIN

1.40.6 1.00 0.2 2.2 3.02.61.8

 AREA

5.04.2 4.63.4

SET/RESET

3.8

REGULATION

ROGRAMMING

P
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Programming the pressure sensor 
programmable range: 5 ÷ 30                             step: 1   default:  10 

The "Pr" will flash, thereby indicating the maximum value that can be detected 
by the pressure sensor used 

 

Programming the density of the product used 
programmable range: 0.50 ÷ 2.00                        step: 0.01     default:  

1.00 

The "d" will flash, thereby indicating the density of the product used 

 

Programming the capacity of the tank 
programmable range: 0 ÷ 9999 L                      step: 1     default:  150 

The “t” will flash, thereby indicating the maximum capacity of the tank of the 

machine; this data will be used to reload the totaliser , and the 

dispensed litres will be deducted from this value 

 

Programming of the feed-rate in automatic mode 
programmable range: 1.0 ÷ 9.0                              step: 0.1      default:  
4.0 

The “dP” will flash, thereby indicating the speed adjustment coefficient in the 
Automatic work mode (see Par.5.4) 

 

Programming the permissible error range 
programmable range: 3 ÷ 20                            step: 1        default:  20 

The “CE” will flash, thereby indicating the permissible error range as a 
percentage, referred to the programmed L/Ha value, during the automatic 
adjustment 

 

Programming the number of nozzles present 
programmable range: 1 ÷ 100                            step: 1        default:  20 

The “nU” will flash, thereby indicating the total number of nozzles present on 

the machine 

 

Programming the flow rate of the nozzle to 2 bar 
“U1” programmable range: 0.10 ÷ 9.99               step: 0.01        default:  0.32 

“U2” programmable range: 0.10 ÷ 9.99               step: 0.01        default:  0.48 

“U3” programmable range: 0.10 ÷ 9.99               step: 0.01        default:  0.65 

“U4” programmable range: 0.10 ÷ 9.99               step: 0.01        default:  0.96 

“U5” programmable range: 0.10 ÷ 9.99               step: 0.01        default:  1.29 

“U6” programmable range: 0.10 ÷ 9.99               step: 0.01        default:  1.61 

“U7” programmable range: 0.10 ÷ 9.99               step: 0.01        default:  1.94 

“U8” programmable range: 0.10 ÷ 9.99               step: 0.01        default:  2.00 

The “U1” indication will flash and the arrow will indicate the corresponding 
nozzle; this parameter corresponds to the flow rate in L/min that the nozzle 
dispenses with a pressure of 2 bar; this data is very important when working 

with the pressure sensor. Pressing the 
P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key allows you to move to the 
next nozzle 

 

 

Then, pressing the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key before exiting and returning to the normal work mode, 
the Computer will display the software version currently programmed, as shown in 
the figure: 
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The version numbering method will then be established. 

 

5.3 Practical example of calculation of parameter “C” to be 
programmed 

 

Parameter “C” must be programmed with the number of pulses that the proximity 
sensor sends to the Computer every 100 linear metres covered by the machine; you 
must therefore calculate how many references pass in front of the sensor in 100 
linear metres. In this example, we assume that the proximity sensor is assembled so 
as to detect the 4 bolts that secure the wheels of the machine:  

1. Place the machine on a flat ground and mark clearly (with a piece of chalk, for 
instance) the outer side of the tire in the exact place where it touches the ground 
(Figure 8 - ref. <A>); 

2. Use a point near the mark on the tyre (starting point) as a reference on the 
ground, and make the machine move forwards slowly until the wheel has 
performed an exact amount of revolutions, in our example 30, then stop the 
machine (finish point); to calibrate as accurately as possible, cover at least 50 
metres; 

3. Measure the distance covered from the starting point to the finish point; 

4. Supposing you have measured a distance of 60 metres, by simply calculating 60 
metres divided by 30 revolutions the result is that each wheel revolution 
corresponds to 2 metres; 

5. Dividing 100 metres (reference distance for parameter “C”) by 2 metres 
(circumference of the wheel) the result is that in 100 metres the wheel of the 
machine performs 50 revolutions; 

6. Now you simply multiply the number of rotations that the wheel makes in 100 
metres (according to the calculation in our example, 50) by the number of 

reference points that the sensor detects with each rotation of the wheel (in our 
example, the 4 bolts), which indicates the number of references/pulses that are 
detected every 100 linear metres (in our example: 50 x 4 = 200): set this value in 
parameter “C”. 
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Parameter “C”=  

 

Figure 7. Practical example of calculation of parameter “C”. 

 

5.4 Automatic calibration of parameter "C" (recommended) 

Start the self-calibration procedure as follows: 

 press the 
+-

 keys simultaneously. The 
letter "C" on the display will become fixed and 
the number indicated will become <0>, 

 travel exactly 100m with the machine – the 
pulses will be counted on the display 
(1..2..3..) – and confirm the acquired data by 

pressing the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key. 

 

If the acquired value will be less than 30, the 
computer will indicate "Err" for about 2 seconds 
and then suggest the previously programmed 
value. 

 

!  

NOTE: 

it is recommended to perform the operation at least 2 times in a row, 

checking that the detected value is always the same  1 pulse. If the 
difference is greater, it means that the speed inductive sensor is NOT 
positioned correctly, therefore, you will have to implement the correct 
positioning (Figure 4 page 10) 

 

 

Finish 
point 

Starting 
point 

N° of wheel revolutions (e.g. 30 ) 

A 

100 metres 

Wheel circumference in meters 
x No. of references on the wheel 
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5.5 Check the functionality of the speed sensor 
Check the functioning of the speed sensor as follows: 

1. Switch on the Computer by setting the relevant switch to <ON>; 

2. Press the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key repeatedly until Km/h appears on the right side of the 
display; 

3. Repeatedly pass in front of the red part of the sensor using a screwdriver or 
other metal mass. If the Computer shows the simulated speed (probably not 
constant), it means the sensor works and is correctly connected. 

 

5.6 Check the flowmeter sensor calibration 

Check the flowmeter sensor calibration (parameter “i”) as follows: 

1. Fill the barrel with a preset amount of water, and as precise as possible (e.g. 200 
litres); 

2. Switch the computer on (<ON/OFF> key) in manual mode; 

3. Access the programming mode (see Par.5.2 on page 19) and check the currently 
programmed value of parameter “i” (e.g. 72); 

4. Exit the programming mode; 

5. Reset the “total litres” totaliser (pressing the P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  key for <3> seconds); 

6. With the machine stopped, activate the pump by actuating the relevant switch 
and then manually set the system to the normal working pressure; 

7. Drain all the water in the barrel; 

8. Check the litres shown in the “total litres” totaliser (e.g. 220); 

9. Apply the following formula: 

New parameter “i ”  = TOTAL LITRES X OLD PARAMETER “i ” 
LITRES INTRODUCED 

E.G.   220 X 72  = 79.2 

200 

10. Return to the programming of the general parameters, change parameter “i ” and 
set the new value obtained (79.2); 

 

Repeat the test in the same way, making sure that the computer displays the exact 
quantity of litres dispensed ± 1 litre (e.g. 200 ± 1 litre). 
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6. Operation 

When switched on, the computer performs a test lasting about 2 seconds, during 
which: 

 all digital display segments and all LEDs are switched on 

 the buzzer output is activated (if applicable) 
 

At the end of the test, the working hours appear on the numeric display for about 2 
seconds, during which they can be reset by pressing any key (except for ON/OFF) for 
about 2 seconds. 

Then, the litres/hectare (L/ha) currently distributed appear on the numerical display, 
with the relative LED going on; the arrow corresponding to the selected nozzle type 
will light up on the lower part of the display (see Chap.5 "Programming"); and the 

bars at the top of the display will indicate the currently detected pressure1. 

When the computer is switched on, it is set to Manual mode and therefore, the pump 
maintains the last rotation speed reached in automatic mode (or at 0 if it is the first 

start-up), and the pump speed can be changed by pressing the 
+-

 keys. 

The Automatic mode can be selected at any time by pressing the 
AUTO

 key and the 
relative LED then lights up.  

In this mode, the computer detects the feed-rate and the flow rate delivered in litres 
per minute, calculates the L/ha in relation to the programmed working width and, by 
acting on the PWM output signal, it adjusts the speed of the pump so as to reach the 
dose in programmed L/ha. 

If the machine should stop (speed = 0), the PWM signal will be interrupted and the 
pump blocked. 

The computer constantly checks the status of the pump ON/OFF switch during the 
work; when the switch is set to ON, the computer performs the actions described 

above, and when the switch is set to OFF, the computer sets the pump to 0 (or Lmin), 

regardless of the selected work mode. 

The value to be shown on the display can be selected by acting on the special key 

P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  and other functions, described below, can also be performed: 

                                                           
1 The pressure shown on the display can be obtained in 2 ways, in relation to a 

specific constant (see Chap.5 "Programming"), i.e. it can be read directly by the 

pressure sensor, if present, or it can be obtained by an inverse calculation, starting 
from the litres/minute read by the flowmeter sensor. 
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LIVELLO

+

OFF
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-

P
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Selected 
value 

Display range 
of the value 

Briefly pressing  

 P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  

Pressing 

 P

SET/RESET

ROGRAMMING  
for 2 seconds 

 

0.0 ÷ 51.9  

step 0.1 Km/h 

Goes to the next 
display (L/ha) 

No activation 

 

0 ÷ 9999 L/ha 
step 1 L/ha 

Goes to the next 
display (L/MIN) 

Accesses the 
programming phase of the 
L/ha and selection of the 

type of nozzle (see 
Chap.5 “Programming”) 

 

0.0 ÷ 
999.9L/MIN step 

0.1 L/MIN 

Goes to the next 
display (LEVEL) 

No activation 

 

0 ÷ 9999 Litres 
step 1 Litre 

Goes to the next 
display (AREA) 

The totaliser is reloaded to 
the maximum 

programmed value (see 
the programming chapter) 

 

0.00 ÷ 999.99ha 
step 0.01 ha;  

Once 999.99 is 
exceeded, the 

count 
automatically 

restarts from 0 

Goes to the next 
display (Km/h) 

The counter is reset 
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6.1 Pressure display range 
The computer displays the working pressure by means of the bars on the upper side 
of the display, according to the following table: 

 
1.40.6 1.00 0.2 2.2 3.02.61.8 5.04.2 4.63.4 3.8

P  
 

Bars ON on the display 

(from the left) 

Corresponding pressure 

( Bar ) 

1st < 0.2 

2nd 0.2 ÷ 0.3 

3rd 0.4 ÷ 0.5 

4th 0.6 ÷ 0.7 

5th 0.8 ÷ 0.9 

6th 1.0 ÷ 1.1 

7th 1.2 ÷ 1.3 

8th 1.4 ÷ 1.5 

9th 1.6 ÷ 1.7 

10th 1.8 ÷ 1.9 

11th 2.0 ÷ 2.1 

12th 2.2 ÷ 2.3 

13th 2.4 ÷ 2.5 

14th 2.6 ÷ 2.7 

15th 2.8 ÷ 2.9 

16th  3.0 ÷ 3.1 

17th  3.2 ÷ 3.3 

18th  3.4 ÷ 3.5 

19th  3.6 ÷ 3.7 

20th  3.8 ÷ 3.9 

21st  4.0 ÷ 4.1 

22nd  4.2 ÷ 4.3 

23rd  4.4 ÷ 4.5 

24th  4.6 ÷ 4.7 

25th  4.8 ÷ 5.0 

26th  > 5.0 
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7. Maintenance 

This chapter gives instructions on how to carry out routine and special maintenance. 

Routine maintenance refers to those operations which must be carried out 

periodically. As they do not require specific skills, they can be carried out by the 
users (operators, etc.). 

Special maintenance refers to unforeseeable operations due to mechanic or electric 

failures. They require specific technical skills, so they should be exclusively carried 
out by qualified personnel (maintenance personnel etc.). 

7.1 Routine maintenance 

Routine maintenance consists in cleaning the instrument. 

Clean the instrument using a damp cloth and a mild detergent to avoid erasing the 
serigraphs on the panel. 

!  

Warning 

 Do not use pressurised water jets. 

 Do not use abrasive products, solvents or alcohol. 

 Do not press on the keyboard with pointed or hard objects as they 
could damage the polyester film, particularly compromising the 
impermeability of the keyboard. 

7.1.1 Protection fuses 

The XP805 computer is fitted with SELF-RESETTING fuses for short-circuit 
protection on the sensors or on the row closing devices; in the event of a fault, these 
fuses intervene by disconnecting the power supply to the sensors or to the closing 
devices: in this case, disconnect the main wiring for a few minutes, eliminate the 
cause of the fault and connect the wiring to the monitor again. 

7.1.2 How to protect the main connector 

During prolonged periods of inactivity we recommend disconnecting the main signal 
connector (see Figure 3 – Ref. J on page 9) and isolate it from the environment with 
Nylon protection. 

 

7.2 Extraordinary maintenance 

 

!  

Warning 

Special maintenance must only be performed by authorised personnel. 
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7.2.1 Maintenance of the flowmeter sensor 

We recommend checking the cleanliness and state of wear of the flowmeter sensor 
rotor periodically. Proceed as follows to carry out this operation: 

1. Unscrew the sensor ring nut completely (Figure 9) and extract the sensor from 
the main body (there will be some resistance from the O-ring); 

2. Make sure that dirt is not found on the rotor or between the rotor and ceramic 
axis; 

3. Make sure there is no mechanical clearance on the rotor shaft1; 

  

 

Figure 8.  

4. Reinsert the sensor, making sure that the fixing notches match2 (Figure 10); 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Excessive clearance means a range which is higher than 1 mm. 
2 Before screwing the ring nut, it is necessary to remove the resistance of the O-ring 

and check that the sensor does not turn inside its seat. 

sensor 

body 

electric cable 

sensor 

ring nut 

O-Ring 

Rotor axis 

in ceramic 

rotor 
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Figure 9. 

5. If necessary, replace the rotor: with a pair of pliers, gently enlarge the forks and 
extract the rotor together with the pivot (Figure 11). Enlarge the forks again and 
insert the new flowmeter kit. 

Gently close the forks. 

 

 

Figure 10. 

 

 

 

 

fixing notch 

ring nut 

fixing notches 

electric cable 

ring nut 

O-Ring 

rotor axis 

in ceramic 

rotor 
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8. Troubleshooting 

In the event of a computer malfunction, perform the simple checks below to check 
whether repairs are needed. 

If the problem still remains after carrying out the suggested checks, contact your local 
dealer or MC elettronica Technical Service. 

 

PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION 

C
O

M
P

U
T

E
R

 

The Computer 
does not switch on 

a. The power cable is 
disconnected 

a. Check the power 
cable 

 b. Blown fuse b. Replace the fuse 

The amount of 
product distributed 
is not constant 

a. The pump is constantly 
controlled in <+> or in 
<-> 

b. Speed is not constant 

c. The litres/minute are 
not constant 

a. Decrease the set 
"dP" parameter 

b. Check the electric 
connections and the 
mechanic position of 
the speed sensor 

c. Check the electrical 
connections of the 
flowmeter sensor and 
make sure the rotor is 
clean and has no 
clearance (see Par. 
7.2.1 “Maintenance of 
the flowmeter sensor” 
on page 28) or make 
sure the pressure 
sensor is clean and 
the connections are 
implemented 

The data relative to 
L/min and L/ha are 
not reliable 

a. Incorrect nozzle colour 
selected 

b. Check calibration of the 
flowmeter sensor 

c. Incorrectly programmed 
pressure sensor 

a. Reset the nozzle 
colour used 

b. See Par. 5.6 on page 
28 
 

c. See Chap. 
5”Programming” 
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9. Technical data 

Power supply voltage 10 - 16 Vdc 

Maximum current absorption at 16 Vdc 
(excluding pump output) 

45mA 

Protection rating IP 65 (on the front) 

Operating temperature range -20 / +70 °C 

Storage temperature range -25 / +85 °C 

Resistance to mechanical vibrations  2 g random 

Reference standards for the design  UNI-EN ISO14982 
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